
This excerpt is intended to be timeless for you to receive any information you need 
throughout your journey. If  any of  this information resonates with you on a soul-level, I 
invite you to join my community for Ascension Codes/Starseed Mission/Energetic 
Forecasts/Quantum Healing/Galactic History/and more. Thank you for answering the 
call and doing the work. The following excerpt will cover:  
 
- What is Spiritual Awakening 
- Starseeds/Lightworkers 
- Basics of  Ascension 
- Dark Night of  the Soul/Ego 
- Demystification 
- Grounding an Awakening 
- Stepping into Mission / Purpose / Divine Union 

Spiritual Awakening is experienced by different beings for different purposes. Some are 
Starseeds, Lightworkers, Walk-ins, Braided Souls, Volunteers, etc. We have the free-will choice on 
how we wish to ground our awakening experience and we will cover the basics of  Ascension and 
how to step into/activate your own Mission/Purpose/Divine Union (whatever template you have 
been coded with).  

Spiritual Awakening is just a term that explains the phenomena that is experienced by a Being. It 
is similar to NDE’s and when beings, or someone experiences miraculous healing or “saved” by 
their version of  “God.”  

When beings come back from NDE’s, beings usually say that they enter some white room/or a 
peaceful environment where no worries existed. Just pure peace and serenity. A Heaven in a 
sense. This happens with hospital patients who are in Comas for extended periods of  time and 
their consciousness travels elsewhere. They come back and explain what they have experienced 
and others cannot see what they have saw.  

Beings who have been miraculously healed or “saved” by their “God,” also experiences 
something similar. Many explain the experience as saying that their anxieties, worries, and stress 
have been lifted by God. And so a “Heaven” exists.  

When Beings come to an awakening and is introduced to “spirituality,” then the overlay of  the 
experience is simply just more “spiritual.” Underneath all of  it, exists a similar experience that 
can be seen if  explained through emotion and feeling. 

All explain some sort of  peace and clarity, no stress, no burdens, no worry, calmness, tranquility, 
motivation, faith, hope, etc. It is because collectively, we are bridging Spirituality, Science, and 
Faith. (Holy Trinity).  

We are seeing that all of  these things bring us towards a similar experience in that we are able to 
perceive a dimension/timeline that feels like “Heaven” on Earth, or that “Heaven” exists and/or 
is possible.  



Separating these experiences further creates chaos in our inner understanding ofour own journey 
and chosen path, creates divides between faithful beings, spiritual beings, and science knowledge 
based beings. And will also further perpetuate Starseed isolation tactics.  

Begin to feel into own experience, only then will we see that we are truly not separate. What 
separates us is simply the contents of  our minds. Our hearts are interconnected and whatever one 
feels, we all will eventually feel.  

Starseeds are here to anchor in the Original Earth or “Heaven” on Earth by stepping into their 
unique Mission by accessing their Mission Templates that is written in their blueprint. They have 
or are going through an awakening so they can access more of  their blueprint mission steps. The 
awakening process will vary depending on individual mission. More “Faithful” beings, if  I may 
call it that simply—are to spread Faith/Hope/Support that we will make it and align back with 
God/Source/Prime Creator through whatever turbulences we may find ourselves in. We are safe, 
protected, and loved.  

Lightworkers support this mission by learning and understanding duality/polarity/masculine/
feminine energies and they do this work through whatever formation they wish. They use their 
creative flow to do their divine work. They often work a lot with feminine principle. 

Walk-ins and braided souls are similar and have agreed to house into a body (contracted 
agreement), to lead ground crew members (starseeds and lightworkers) and provide energetic 
updates as to what is going on in the lower consciousness grids so that all may be prepared/
aware/updated on what is going on. They work a lot with gridwork and primarily work with the 
masculine principle and have been or are constantly in the dark arts training room.  

No one is more special than another. Each has gone through own unique training in order to 
carry out their own mission and so if  there is an entitlement complex/jealously/envy/FOMO, 
that is scarcity and lack consciousness and needs to be cleared right away, or else a being is not 
actually aligned with true mission and will always feel a lack within.  

Because the consciousness grids have been infected so deeply, miscommunication happens  with 
anchoring in the New Earth/Original Earth Framework, and some may fall back in lower 
consciousness grids—it is okay. It will happen within the collective distorted timeline and false 
time matrix, especially during the apex of  it all. 

There is collective training going on as well where the different collective consciousnesss fields are 
training itself  to be discerning about true angelic/galactic energies vs. dark/archonic energies/
leaders. And depending on template, the external can easily illude one into thinking that an 
archonic is an angelic when it is not. These deceptions go deep but not to put us in Fear—it is to 
train us. You must remember why you came here during this time. We need you to be on your 
Mission because you are important. You have done this before. Please seek support if  you are 
hitting blocks/drained/confused/exhausted/misaligned. We need to support each other and 
catch each other when we are falling back “asleep” and falling back into lower consciousness 
grids.  



Ascension is anchoring in Heaven on Earth for all of  humanity and it is a process of  removing 
ourselves and each other from the False Matrix system that has infused us with poison. (Trauma, 
Scarcity, Fear, Divide, Separation, Control, Confusion, False Information, Illusion of  Sovereignty 
but still under Control, Energy siphoning, Lies sprinkled with Truth, Templates that support 
Archonic Deceit, Mortal Mentality, False Gods, False Worship, Savior Complex, etc).  

To unplug from these systems require a full mental dump as well as emotional processing which 
will exhaust the physical and spiritual body. Learning new tools on how to strengthen own self  
through spiritual practices such as meditation, grounding, breath work, energy work, body 
movement flow, can assist us along this intense but worth it integration process.  

When the fields are chaotic, our masculine energy ramps up, thus why it is vital to slow down our 
fields, stabilize our fields, then begin taking action again. When the fields seem too peaceful, too 
quiet, our feminine energy begins to question and doubt—there is a balancing act occurring, as 
well as awareness of  both energies energies becoming aware of  each other on an internal level 
and collective level.  

During the Dark Night of  the Soul, the Ego becomes aware of  another dimension/timeline or 
existence of  something else that has never been seen/felt/heard of  before. A higher frequency. 
And so the Old Ego mind begins to “die” off  and this is when a being can experience a complete 
and total reset. Blank slate. Something more. It is because they are awake through this process 
where as beings who have experienced NDEs are physically unconscious and faithful beings were 
already hoping for a “miracle.” Starseeds/walk-ins are usually hit with an awakening with no 
warning/unexpected.  

The Ego Mind will begin to alchemize into Heart Based Consciousness and so an emptiness and 
blankness will wash over our being. It is part of  the process. Be mindful, gentle, and kind to 
yourself  as it will pass. The poison just needs to leave the body. We need to DETOX and this can 
be painful at times. Hydrate and listen to your body on what it wants to eat/drink.  

We need to collectively stop mystifying spiritual experiences because they are actually a normal 
part of  our reality. It is the false time matrix that has made it seem “wacko.”  
Science simply seeks to explain such phenomenas and if  when we are intuned spiritually—we 
will understand that the “answer” is always shifting, as in we are constantly on a journey of  
discoverment/remembrance, and without this journey, existence would not be. We may have 
“problems” arise, but we are equipped to handle it as this is what we are here to do. 

To ground your awakening, process all emotions (good and bad), and get out of  any self-denial of  
emotion as that will only prolong the process. There is no more time for self  shame or blame of  
an emotion arising or having emotional bursts, tantrums, because it is the collective time to 
CLEAR IT. We are all clearing, if  a being is stuck in shame or blame for others emotion and 
emotions of  self, they are deep in the lower grids. Remove yourself  from their presence, take 
some time for you, heal, strengthen, then continue. Do not fall into their trap. 



Beings in lower grids are stuck in consumption and so they seek others to join them (whether they 
are conscious or unconscious of  it). Forgive, but you do not have to play their game if  you feel 
yourself  getting sucked in. If  you get sucked in—self-correct. All is okay. As we are moving out of  
these grids both internally and externally, we are also in dark arts training at the same time. Thus 
why we will inevitably get pulled into the games sometimes. But you are equipped with the tools 
to shift out of  it—and when you cannot—this is where you need to find a trusted being/divine 
mirror who will mirror everything back to you so you can clear it.  

Our purpose/mission/divine union will happen naturally in divine timing. These things are 
coded into our essence and once we clear layered distortions (will take time and energy), each 
step begins to get clearer and clearer. Receiving more clarity, visions, and next steps.  

This expert was downloaded along with the Andromeda Council which I work deeply with to bring beings 
into full sovereignty and to align them to their Mission as this is Mine. Grateful, and Blessings.  

Much Love, ET ~  


